
Combine each pair of sentences with a suitable coordinating conjunction.
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Name :

Coordinating Conjunctions

Example:

Coordinating conjunctions join words, phrases, and independent clauses.

I want a salad for dinner. I want steamed vegetables for dinner. 

I want a salad or steamed vegetables for dinner. 

1) Eagles have broad wings. They can !y long distances.

2) We have to hurry up. We will be late.

3) Tom didn't do any wrong. He was punished.

4) Ruby baked a cake. She shared it with her friends.

5) Eliza deserved the prize. She had worked really hard.

6) Billy does not like soccer. Tony does not like soccer.
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Combine each pair of sentences with a suitable coordinating conjunction.
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Name :
Answer Key

Coordinating Conjunctions

Example:

Coordinating conjunctions join words, phrases, and independent clauses.

I want a salad for dinner. I want steamed vegetables for dinner. 

I want a salad or steamed vegetables for dinner. 

1) Eagles have broad wings. They can !y long distances.

Eagles have broad wings, so they can !y long distances.

2) We have to hurry up. We will be late.

We have to hurry up, or we will be late.

3) Tom didn't do any wrong. He was punished.

Tom didn't do any wrong, yet he was punished.

4) Ruby baked a cake. She shared it with her friends.

Ruby baked a cake and, she shared it with her friends.

5) Eliza deserved the prize. She had worked really hard.

Eliza deserved the prize, for she had worked really hard.

6) Billy does not like soccer. Tony does not like soccer.

Billy does not like soccer, nor does Tony.
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